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We propose an arhiteture for quantum omputing based on superonduting iruits, where on-
hip planar mirowave resonators are arranged in a two-dimensional grid with a qubit at eah
intersetion. This allows any two qubits on the grid to be oupled at a swapping overhead indepen-
dent of their distane. We demonstrate that this approah enompasses the fundamental elements
of a salable fault-tolerant quantum omputing arhiteture.
INTRODUCTION
Superonduting iruits are promising andidates for
salable quantum information proessing [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,
7, 8, 9, 10℄. This route was further strengthened with
the advent of iruit quantum eletrodynamis. Start-
ing with early proposals for implementing the quantum-
optial Jaynes-Cummings model in the ontext of su-
peronduting iruits [11, 12, 13℄, this researh dire-
tion beame a major topi after it was pointed out that
on-hip mirowave transmission line resonators ould be
oupled to superonduting qubits [14℄. Sine then, a se-
ries of ground-breaking experiments have demonstrated
these onepts [15, 16, 17℄, inluding ahievements like
dispersive qubit readout [18℄, photon number splitting
[19℄, single-photon generation [20℄, or lasing by a single
artial atom [21℄.
Reent experiments [22, 23℄ have advaned to oupling
two qubits via the avity, yielding a ip-op (XY) in-
teration permitting two-qubit gates. If multiple qubits
share one avity, arbitrary qubit pairs ould be seletively
oupled [24℄, whih outperforms nearest-neighbor setups
(no swapping overhead or disruption by single unusable
qubits). However, moving towards more qubits requires
suitable novel arhitetures.
In this Letter, we present and analyze an arhiteture
that builds on these elements and extends them into the
seond dimension, by forming a rossbar-like geometry
of orthogonal mirowave resonators, with qubits sitting
at the intersetions (Fig. 1). The global oupling within
eah row and olumn makes this setup distint from ex-
isting proposals for array-like arrangements in ion traps
[25, 26℄, optial latties [27℄, semiondutor spins [28℄ or
superondutors [1, 29℄. We show (i) how to ouple any
two qubits on the grid, (ii) with minimal swapping over-
head using (iii) an appropriately hosen ('Sudoku'-style)
frequeny distribution, and (iv) suggest a salable fault-
tolerant quantum omputing arhiteture.
Before we turn to a desription of our proposal, we note
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Figure 1: Shemati avity grid setup. (a) The 2D avity
grid, with qubits depited as irles and avities shown as
lines. Qubit (i, j) sits at the intersetion of avities i and
j. Colors distinguish the transition frequenies, whih dier
within any olumn or row (in the `idle state'). (b) A two-
qubit operation is indued by tuning two qubits into mutual
resonane to exploit the avity-assisted dispersive oupling.
that experiments right now are obviously still struggling
to improve the delity of single- and two-qubit operations
for superonduting qubits, and this painstaking work is
ruial for further progress in the whole eld. Neverthe-
less, the eort going into this endaveour is ultimately
justied by the long-term goal of implementing large-
sale iruits able to perform nontrivial quantum ompu-
tation tasks, where the numbers of qubits may run into
the thousands. While present-day experiments are still
very far removed from this goal, it is worthwile to develop
arhitetures that ouple more than a handful of qubits
in a nontrivial setup, and whih represent a halleng-
ing medium term goal for the experiments to strive for.
We will demonstrate that parameters (dephasing times,
oupling strengths et.) near those that are available
nowadays would allow for a rst proof-of-priniple exper-
iment in our proposed arhiteture, and further progress
in the perfetion of single qubits will enable truly useful
2larger sale versions. The basi ideas behind our sheme
are suiently general so as to permit replaing indi-
vidual building bloks (partiular qubit types, two-qubit
gates et.) by improved versions that might be developed
within the oming years.
In addition, we would like to emphasize that even
though any working set of universal one- and two-qubit
operations permits to implement arbitrary omputations
in priniple, it is by no means lear that the resulting
generi implementation is eient. Rather, in order to
make the most eient use of resoures, it is manda-
tory to ome up with larger sale shemes that exploit
the partiular features of a given physial realization. In
this sense, our proposal is similar in spirit to previous
proposals for other physial systems that envisaged how
well-known elementary operations ould be extended to
an eient two-dimensional arhiteture [25, 26, 27℄.
BASIC ARCHITECTURE
The avity grid onsists of avity modes belonging to
NA horizontal (A) and NB vertial (B) avities, Hˆcav =∑NA
j=1 ~ω
A
j aˆ
†
j aˆj +
∑NB
j=1 ~ω
B
j bˆ
†
j bˆj , oupled to one qubit of
frequeny ǫij at eah intersetion (i, j), generalizing [14℄
to a 2D arhiteture:
Hˆcav−qb =
∑
i,j
nˆij [g
A
ij(aˆi + aˆ
†
i ) + g
B
ij(bˆj + bˆ
†
j)]. (1)
For deniteness we onsider harge (or transmon) qubits,
unless noted otherwise. Then the ouplings g
A(B)
ij be-
tween the horizontal (vertial) avity mode i (j) and
the dipole operator nˆij of qubit (i, j) depend on the
detailed eletri eld distribution and geometry of the
qubit. Eq. (1) leads to the Jaynes-Cummings model and
the avity-mediated interation between qubits [14℄. It
an be realized in dierent ways: A apaitive oupling
was demonstrated for harge [15℄ (or 'transmon' [19, 23℄)
and phase qubits [22℄, while for ux qubits [16℄ nˆij is the
magneti moment oupling to the magneti eld.
It is well-known [14, 23℄ that the Hamiltonian (1) in-
dues an eetive ip-op interation of strength Jαβ =
gαgβ(∆α + ∆β)/(2∆α∆β) between eah pair of qubits
(α, β) in the same avity (for ouplings gα(β) and de-
tunings from the avity ∆α(β), in the dispersive limit
|g| ≪ |∆|):
Hˆflip−flopαβ = Jαβ
(
σˆ+α σˆ
−
β + h.c.
)
. (2)
In the omputational `idle state' these interations have
to be eetively turned o by detuning all the qubits from
eah other. This requires a detuning δω ≫ J to avoid
spurious two-qubit operations. Thus, the number N of
qubits in a linear array is strongly restrited [24℄, sine
a frequeny interval of order Nδω is required. In the
present 2D arhiteture, this onstraint is onsiderably
relaxed. The required frequeny range is redued from
Nδω to
√
Nδω (where N is the total number of qubits),
while still ensuring a spaing of δω within eah avity
(the onstraints being similar to the rules of the game
Sudoku). This allows for grids with more than 20×20 =
400 = N qubits, for realisti parameters. Figure 1 shows
an aeptable frequeny distribution. An extension to a
fully salable setup is disussed at the end of this paper.
ONE-QUBIT OPERATIONS
We briey review some ingredients that have already
been implemented [15, 16, 17, 18, 19℄. Operations on
a seleted qubit an be performed via Rabi osillations
[18℄ using a mirowave pulse resonant with the qubit at
ǫij/~ but detuned from the avity and all other qubits
in the same avity. Rotations around the z-axis an be
performed via AC Stark shift [23℄, or by tuning the qubit
frequeny temporarily (see below). The avities an be
used for fast dispersive QND readout [18℄ of single qubits
tuned lose to the readout frequeny or multiplexed read-
out of several qubits at one [14, 23℄.
TUNABILITY
Additional harge and ux ontrol lines (Fig. 3) reah-
ing eah qubit are needed for tunability. For split-
juntion harge qubits [1, 3℄, loally hanging the mag-
neti ux sweeps the energy splitting ǫij = EJ(Φij) (see
[22, 31℄), while keeping the qubit at the harge degener-
ay point (to whih it has been tuned via a separate
harge gate line). This ensures maximum oherene
through weak oupling to 1/f noise, although this re-
quirement is relaxed in the new transmon design [32℄.
Individual addressability introdues some hardware over-
head, but is essential both for two-qubit gates and for
ompensating fabriation spread.
TWO-QUBIT GATES
We use the eetive ip-op interation of Eq. (2) (see
[14, 33, 34, 35℄) to indue two-qubit gates. In the `idle
state', the interation is ineetive, sine the qubits are
out of resonane, |ǫα − ǫβ | ≫ J . During the gate, the two
qubit frequenies are tuned into mutual resonane near
the avity frequeny to inrease J , see Fig. 1 (b). After
a waiting time t = ~π/(2|J |), this realizes the universal
two-qubit iSWAP gate (demonstrated experimentally in
[23℄), whih an be used to onstrut CNOT and SWAP.
Eah SWAP(α, β) operation in the protool (Fig. 2) an
3Figure 2: Operations between arbitrary qubits on the grid
(Iij denotes an iSWAP gate between qubits i and j, and Ri
an x rotation by −pi/2). (a) Sequene of operations for a
two-qubit gate between two qubits (1 and 3), via an auxiliary
qubit (2). (b) Corresponding quantum iruit, where eah
SWAP has to be deomposed into three iSWAPs and loal
gates, Eq. (3). () Master equation simulation of the full evo-
lution for an operation aording to (b), inluding relaxation
and dephasing. The evolution of all three-qubit probabili-
ties is shown together with the delity (topmost urve), for
presently available experimental parameters. (d) For the im-
portant ase OP = CNOT, a speed-up an be obtained by
noting that eah SWAP/CNOT pair an be implemented us-
ing a single iSWAP and loal gates (see [30℄).
be deomposed into three iSWAP gates between qubits
α and β [30℄:
SWAP = iSWAP ·Rβ · iSWAP ·Rα · iSWAP · Rβ. (3)
Here Rα rotates qubit α by an angle −π/2 around the
x-axis via a Rabi pulse. Arbitrary gates between any
two qubits (e.g., 1 and 3) in dierent avities an be
implemented via an intermediate qubit 2 at the juntion
of two orthogonal avities ontaining 1 and 3 (see Fig.
2). The sequene
SOPS(1, 3) ≡ SWAP(1, 2)OP(2, 3)SWAP(1, 2), (4)
leaves qubit 2 unhanged and performs the desired oper-
ation OP between 1 and 3.
We simulated suh an operation (Fig. 2) for realis-
ti parameters. Relaxation and pure dephasing for eah
qubit α, with rates γ and γϕ, are modeled by a Lindblad
master equation (where Pˆα = |eα〉 〈eα| projets onto the
exited state of qubit α):
Figure 3: A possible multilayer arhiteture. The layers 2 and
3 with oplanar wave guides are positioned above a `ontrol
line layer' 1. The qubit positions are indiated as red dots
within eah layer only for referene (they would be fabriated
above layer 3).
˙ˆρ = − i
~
[Hˆ, ρˆ] +
∑
α
(Lϕα + Lrelα )ρˆ , (5)
Lϕαρˆ = γϕ
[
2PˆαρˆPˆα − Pˆαρˆ− ρˆPˆα
]
, (6)
Lrelα ρˆ = γ
[
σˆ−α ρˆσˆ
+
α −
1
2
σˆ+α σˆ
−
α ρˆ−
1
2
ρˆσˆ+α σˆ
−
α
]
. (7)
We onsider three qubits, where (1, 2) and (2, 3) are
oupled via ip-op terms [see Eq. (2)℄ after adiabati
elimination of the avities. During two-qubit gates, the
qubit energy is ramped and will ross other qubit en-
ergies (Fig. 1), potentially leading to spurious popula-
tion transfer to other qubits if the proess is too slow,
while ramping too fast would exite higher qubit levels.
For a 10 ns swithing time (during whih a sweep over
δǫ/~ = 2π · 10GHz is aomplished), the probability of
erroneous transfer during one rossing is estimated to
be less than 10−2 from the Landau-Zener tunneling for-
mula, and thus ould be safely disregarded for the present
simulation, where energies were instead swithed instan-
taneously. Although several rossings may our during
one sweep, the salable setup to be introdued further
below keeps this kind of error under ontrol by having
only eight qubits per avity. For the simulation we used
4the following parameters: Initially, the qubit transition
frequenies are at ǫ/~ = 2π · 4, 5, 6GHz. A resonant
lassial drive yields a Rabi frequeny of ΩR = 150MHz.
A qubit-avity oupling g = 2π · 150MHz and a detun-
ing ∆ = 2π · 1GHz (from a avity at 2π · 15GHz) pro-
due J/~ = 2π · 21MHz. The dephasing and deay rates
are γϕ = 0.16MHz and γ = 0.6MHz (i.e. T1 = 1.7µs
and Tϕ = 6.3µs), onsistent with reent experiments on
transmon qubits [32℄. Note that in the idle state the
atual J is redued by a fator of 10 (due to larger de-
tuning from the avity). Employing a qubit spaing of
δω ∼ 500MHz, this yields a residual oupling strength
of J2/~2δω ∼ 0.4MHz, whih may be redued further
by refousing tehniques. To hek the auray of adia-
bati elimination, we performed an additional simulation
of an iSWAP operation between two qubits taking the
avity fully into aount, observing an error below the
level brought about by dissipation.
A measure of the delity of the operation is obtained
[36℄ by omputing F (ρˆreal(t), ρˆideal(t)), where F (ρˆ1, ρˆ2) ≡
tr(
√√
ρˆ1ρˆ2
√
ρˆ1)
2
, and ρˆideal denotes the time-evolution
in the absene of dissipation. Fig. 2 shows a delity of
about 95%, onrming that presently ahievable param-
eters sue for a rst proof-of-priniple experiment.
We emphasize that the swapping overhead does not
grow with the distane between the qubits. Further-
more, multiple operations may run in parallel, even if
they involve the same avities, provided no qubit is af-
feted simultaneously by two of the operations and the
qubit pairs are tuned to dierent frequenies.
Here we have hosen the dispersive two-qubit gate that
relies on proven ahievements. Faster resonant gates (e.g.
CPHASE [24, 37℄) might be implemented, with a time
sale on the order of 1/g instead of ∆/g2.
HARDWARE
For illustration, we disuss one out of many oneivable
setups (Fig. 3). The avities an be oplanar wave guides
or mirostrip resonators. Available multi-layer tehnol-
ogy allows the fabriation of thin lms staked on top of
eah other. For example, onsider waveguide layers of Nb
or Al, separated by 100 nm of dieletri, whih an be op-
timized for good deoherene properties (e.g. [38℄). The
inner grid area for 10× 10 wave guides (eah with 20µm
inner ondutor and 10µm gaps) would have a width of
about 1mm, whereas the full resonator lengths are above
10mm, allowing all the qubits to be plaed near the avity
mode entral eld antinode, with omparable ouplings
(see Fig. 3). The qubit-avity oupling remains similar
to single-layer designs, owing to the small layer thikness
of only 100 nm. Good isolation between two orthogo-
nal avities was estimated in a previous theoretial work
[39, 40℄, and unwanted ross-talk may be redued fur-
ther by hoosing dierent avity frequenies. The qubits
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Figure 4: A possible fault-tolerant salable arhiteture based
on the avity grid. Top: The unit ell of a periodi arrange-
ment, with two logial qubits, eah made up of seven data
qubits (grouping indiated by dashed retangles), together
with anilla and plaeholder qubits. Bottom: The sequene
of SWAP and CNOT gates shown in (1) and (2) implements a
transversal CNOT between the logial qubits, produing the
nal arrangement (3); see main text.
an be plaed above all layers to minimize fabriation
problems. Weak oupling between qubits and ontrol
lines (e.g. ross-apaitane ∼ 0.01fF) suppresses su-
iently unwanted Nyquist noise from these lines, whih
ould lead to deoherene. Indeed, for a Cooper pair box
of total apaitane CΣ , this ross-apaitane yields a
relaxation rate ∼ (Cg/CΣ)2e2ωZ/~ for radiation into a
ontrol line of impedane Z at the qubit splitting fre-
queny ω, leading to estimates that are small ompared
to the intrinsi qubit relaxation rate for the present pa-
rameters (the same holds for dephasing).
SCALABLE, FAULT-TOLERANT
ARCHITECTURE
The avity grid is a building blok for a truly salable,
fault-tolerant arhiteture. Salability means that, at a
minimum, the physis of initialisation, readout, single-
and two-qubit gates does not depend on the total number
of qubits. Fig. 4 shows a salable arhiteture requiring
only eight dierent qubit frequenies. In eah unit ell
of 64 qubits (Fig. 4) we hoose two arrays of seven data
qubits and use eah array to store a single logial qubit,
employing the Steane quantum error orretion ode [41℄.
Clean logial states an be prepared in additional an-
5illa qubits. Moreover, errors in the data qubits an be
opied into the anillae, whih are then measured, lo-
ating the errors and enabling orretion [42℄. All other
qubits are plaeholders, whih are ruial: Swapping a
pair of data qubits diretly ould orrupt both if the
SWAP gate fails, resulting in a pair of errors that may
not be orretable by the seven qubit Steane ode. Using
three SWAP gates with a plaeholder qubit for tempo-
rary data storage solves this problem. We ignore errors
in plaeholder qubits as they ontain no data.
A logial CNOT gate is illustrated in Fig. 4. The nal
arrangement of qubits diers from the initial one and
an be returned to it by swapping. However, if all logial
qubits undergo similar logial gates, expliitly swapping
bak may be unneessary as subsequent gates will do this
automatially. A broad range of single logial qubit gates
are possible. Full details of our hosen set of logial gates
and their assoiated iruits inluding error orretion
an be found elsewhere [43, 44℄.
CONCLUSIONS
In this Letter, we have proposed a novel arhite-
ture for quantum omputation using a 2D grid of su-
peronduting qubits oupled to an array of on-hip mi-
rowave avities. A Sudoku-type arrangement of qubit
frequenies permits global oupling of a large number of
qubits while suppressing spurious interations. These ba-
si ideas ould be implemented in a wide variety of hard-
ware implementations. Elementary operations within
this sheme ould be demonstrated in the near future
on small grids, while the setup has the potential to form
the basis for truly salable fault-tolerant arhitetures.
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